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CANYON SILVER MINE 
OPTION AND RE-OPENING

“A high-grade historically producing mine”



➢ High-grade historically producing mine

➢ Located in the Silver Valley of North Idaho, a part of the famous Coeur d’Alene Mining District

➢ Wide zones of mineralisation exposed by previous mining

➢ No modern exploration conducted despite the large scale of nearby deposits and historical high - 
grade production from the mine  

➢ Stockpiles previously sold at hand-sorted grades of:

▪ 1,020 g/t silver, 66% lead and 10% zinc from historically trucked grades

▪ Further grades of 50% zinc, 255 g/t silver and 8% lead

➢ Further opportunity to discover material with 3 to 4 more veins still to assess

➢ Areas of mineralisation that can be exposed quickly have been identified from the existing shafts  

✓ Simple mine operation

✓ Historic high-grade production

✓ Potential to increase shareholder value by defining a resource

✓ Compelling macro for silver, lead and zinc

A compelling and near-term mine opportunity 
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Global Silver Demand for the Green Energy Transition
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SOLAR PV DEMAND

➢ Silver industrial demand in 2023 grew 11% YoY with demand from Solar PV increasing 64% YoY, drawing 
roughly 5500t and forecasts indicate solar PV demand could reach roughly 6500t in 2024.

➢ Global solar installation has grown tenfold in the past decade, surpassing 1.4 Terawatts (TW) as of 2023. 

➢ Should the solar industry continue to grow at its current rate, worldwide solar power could approach 9TW 
in 2031.

EV DEMAND

➢ Silver for EV demand has grown at a CAGR of 42.9% over the past 10 years, consuming more than 500 
tonnes of silver in 2023.   According to estimates by the Silver Institute, the average internal-combustion 
vehicle (both petrol and diesel) uses between 15-28 grams of silver, 18-34 grams for hybrids, and roughly 
25-50 grams per EV. Should those statistics hold true, the global transition to EVs could lead to a step change 
in silver demand from the automotive industry.

Source: Armadale Capital using data sourced from The Silver Institute  and Global X ETFS



Solar dominating Industrial Silver Demand

555Source: Armadale Capital using data sourced from The Silver Institute  and Global X ETFS



EV Demand for Silver is growing rapidly
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Ongoing Silver Supply Deficit
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➢ In the latest Silver Institute’s latest World 
Silver Survey, the silver market marked its 
third consecutive year of supply deficits 
last year – or its fifth if investments (such 
as exchange traded products) are 
excluded.

➢ Mines across the world produced 23,340 
tonnes of silver in 2013, today they 
produce a total of 23544 tonnes.

➢ Silver industrial demand, on the other 
hand, has grown at a rate of 4.5% (over 
five years) after a period of relative 
stagnation prior to 2018, and last year, 
total silver demand rose 18% to a record 
high of 35,150 tonnes, creating a supply 
deficit of around 7,500 tonnes.

Source: Armadale Capital using data sourced from The Silver Institute  and Global X ETFS



Option to Acquire the Canyon Silver Mine Asset
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➢ On 24 April 2024, the Board of Armadale Capital announced entering into a binding heads of terms 
agreement to 'earn-in' over 50% in Africo American Incorporated (AAI),  the holding company of the 

Canyon Silver Mine asset in Idaho, USA. 1  Details included:

▪ Phase One - acquire a 25% interest in AAI through purchase of new shares for US$500k by 31 December 2024.   

(By 14 May 2024, Armadale had paid US$150k of the initial US$500k required to exercise Option One, with 

funds used to commence re-opening of the historic Canyon Silver mine shaft.)

▪ Phase Two - increase interest to 43.8% in AAI through purchase of new shares for US$1m in cash

▪ Phase Three - final option to acquire an additional 7% interest in AAI (total holding to 50.8%) for US$280k

➢ If Armadale exercises the final option to gain greater than 50% of the project, the vendor has the 
right to sell the remaining stake to Armadale for approximately $US1.0m giving Armadale 100% 
ownership. 

1. Refer to Company Announcement on 24 th April 2024



History timeline of the Canyon Silver Mine

Between 1967 and 1971, Canyon 
Silver’s shaft extended from 140 to 
800ft (250m).   The silver produced 
over that time from  just one vein 
mined was impressive –circa 150,000 
oz of silver > US$4m at today’s prices, 
with lead produced worth > US$5m. 
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1927-1930’s

1967-1971

Nov 1972

From 1927 to the 1930’s, 
production came from main 
portal no. 3, until mine was 
closed due to the Economic 
Depression in the 1930’s

1890-1906

No. 2 Level mined the original 
Formosa vein orebody of CSM 
and approximately 1,000 tons of 
lateral development ore and 
waste was removed and milled 
from 1890-1906 in a rudimentary 
gravity concentrator.

2017-2019

Work completed between 
2017-2019 was mainly 
geologic, opening most of the 
original development and 
exploration tunnels, modelling, 
mapping and data collection 
measured and modelled. 

Apr 2021

Armadale Capital 
announced on 24 April 2024 
their intention to acquire an 
earn in majority stake in AAI 
to further explore and 
develop the mine. 1
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Apr 2024

The mine development 
was halted due to the 
tragic death of the 
owner and Manager in 
November 1972

Only seasonal (April to October) 
ongoing surface infrastructure 
civil work since April 2021 when 
Africo American Inc acquired 
the asset

1. Refer to Company Announcements in 2024 on 24 th April, 2nd May, 14th May and 15 th May 2024
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1987

A cave-in in 
1987 whilst 
mine not in 
operation



Canyon Silver Mine located in Idaho’s World-Class Silver Valley

➢ Silver Valley has over 
120 years of history of 
mining copper, zinc, 
lead and silver 

➢Canyon Silver will 
explore nearby options 
for toll treating and 
smelting Canyon Silver

Lucky Friday
Hecla

Gem & 
Frisco

Star Zinc & Morning 
Silver Mines

Produced 3.1 
million ounces 

of silver in 
2023 
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Source:  Hecl a Mi ning
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➢ By 1906, neighbouring 
mines were reaching 
depths of 2000ft, which 
indicates Canyon Silver’s 
shaft can reach a far 
greater depth than 800ft.

➢ During the 1930's  
economic depression,  
many of these mines  
closed and never  
reopened.

Canyon Silver Mine and neighbouring mines

CANYON SILVER

HORIZONTAL SCALE
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Canyon Silver Mine and Structure
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The previously mined underground vertical 
shaft has 6 levels which are currently being 
re-opened
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➢ A zinc, silver, and lead mine, located in Coeur 
D'Alene District in Northern Idaho.

➢ Located near dozens of +100-year-old mines and 
ore deposits that began production in the late 
19th century.  

➢ Canyon Silver’s previously mined underground 
vertical shaft has 6 levels which is currently being 
re-opened.

➢ Since 1927, all production has come from Portal 
No. 3 which  has been excavated and supported 
90ft into the 300ft thick talus mountain side

➢ 100ft above Portal No. 3 is the No. 2 portal, which 
has been previously opened, supported, modeled 
and sampled, but needs cleaning out and further 
support around the winze that ties into No. 3 level.
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The Canyon Silver 
Mine is located 
along the same 
mineral belt as 
Hecla’s Lucky 
Friday Mine

Canyon Silver Mine - the next Lucky Friday?

Pictured: Mineral belts north of Osburn Fault 

CANYON SILVER

LUCKY FRIDAY
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Canyon Silver Mine - Upside Potential

➢ The six patented claims cover 40 

hectares giving Canyon Silver excellent 

access to the historic workings

➢ Once existing adits are reopened, the 

company will commence exploration 

with a view to defining a JORC Resource  

and begin planning for the 

recommencement of mining.
 

➢ There are four known veins in the mine 

at adit level.  Only one vein (the ‘Shaft 

Vein’) has undergone significant mining. 
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➢ Wide zones of mineralisation 
adjacent to historic 
production will be the target 
of initial exploration. 

➢ There are three, possibly 
four more veins to explore.

➢ Mineralisation remains open 
at depth providing potential 
to define a JORC Resource.
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#2 Tunnel   3,125 ft

#1 Tunnel

#3 Tunnel

140 Level

240 Level

410 Level

600 Level

800 Level

DeSauinier Tunnel

Discover
Outcrop

Canyon Silver Mine - Upside Potential (cont..)



Canyon Silver Mine - Next Project Steps
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On 14 May 2024, Armadale announced it had subscribed for US$150,000 of the initial US$500,000 required to exercise 

the first option to obtain a 25% interest in AAI.  These funds will be used to commence the re-opening of Adit 2 and 3 

of the Canyon Silver Mine. 1
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P hase  One

Commence re-opening of 
Canyon Si lver Mine no. 2 
and 3 adit whilst  working 
legal and environmental 
permitting

P hase  Two

Make Tunnel No. 3 safe, 
commence repair work in 
hoist room and refurbish 
other underground 
infrastructure such as re-
timbering and laying track

Determined by geological 
results and mine plan.  
This may entail  
refurbishing the shaft  
and completing a scoping 
study on restarting 
operations

F inal  Phase

60 Days (from 14 May)                Up to Six Months                      Up to 18 months                          

16
1. Refer to Company Announcements on 24 th April 2024 and 14th May 2024



Disclaimer
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This presentation does not constitute investment advice. Neither this presentation nor the information contained in it constitutes an offer, invitation, 
solicitation or recommendation in relation to the purchase or sale of shares in any jurisdiction. This presentation does not take into account any person's 
particular investment objectives, financial resources or other relevant circumstances and the opinions and recommendations in this presentation are not 
intended to represent recommendations of particular investments to particular persons. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Armadale Capital PLC does not 
make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any information, statements, opinions, estimates, forecasts or 
other representations contained in this presentation. No responsibility for any errors or omissions from this presentation arising out of negligence or otherwise 
is accepted. 

This presentation may include forward looking statements. Forward looking statements are only predictions and are subject to risks, uncertainties and 
assumptions which are outside the control of Armadale Capital Plc. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions include commodity prices, currency 
fluctuations, economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions, environmental risks and legislative, fiscal or regulatory developments, 
political risks, project delay or advancement, approvals and cost estimates. Actual values, results or events may be materially different to those expressed or 
implied in this presentation. Given these uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place reliance on forward looking statements. Any forward-looking 
statements in this presentation speak only at the date of issue of this presentation subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law, Armadale Capital 
PLC does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any information or any of the forward-looking statements in this presentation only changes in 
events, conditions or circumstances on which any such forward looking statement is based.

Exploration Targets: It is common practice for a company to comment on and discuss its exploration in terms of target size and type. The information in this 
presentation relating to exploration targets should not be misunderstood or misconstrued as an estimate of Mineral Resources or Ore Reserves. Hence the 
terms Resource(s) or Reserve(s) have not been used in this context in this presentation. The potential quantity and grade of resource targets are conceptual in 
nature since there has been insufficient work completed to define them beyond exploration targets and that it is uncertain if further exploration will result in 
the determination of a Mineral Resource or Ore Reserve. 
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